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Abstract� The moduli space of �possibly rami�ed� covers of nonsingular com�
plex projective curves of a �xed topological type de�nes a correspondence
between moduli spaces of pointed curves� We study the action of such a cor�
respondence on the cohomology of these moduli spaces� where we pay special
attention to what happens in the stable range�

�� Introduction

In this paper we begin the study of correspondences between moduli spaces of
curves� The idea is simple enough� there is a moduli stack parameterizing unrami�
�ed covers �C � C of smooth �say� complex	 projective curves of a �xed topological
type� If the genera are �g and g respectively� then this moduli space de�nes a one�to�
�nite correspondence fromMg to M�g� The case g 
 � is at the same time special
and classical� then �g 
 � also and we are dealing with Hecke correspondences� They
generate an algebra� But if g � �� then �g � g� and the correspondences no longer
form an algebra� but only an additive category �with an object for every genus
g � �	� Yet� by virtue of Harer�s stability theorem� which states that Hk�Mg	 is
independent of g when g is large compared to k� such correspondences will act on
the cohomology ofMg in the stable range� It is not dicult to compute this action
on a monomial in the so�called Miller�Morita�Mumford classes� we �nd that they
are in fact common eigenvectors for these correspondences �Proposition ���	� The
precise result is best stated in terms of the Hopf algebra structure on the stable
cohomology� the Miller�Morita�Mumford classes generate a Hopf subalgebra� the
tautological subalgebra� and a correspondence de�ned by a degree d cover acts in
the stable range of this tautological subalgebra as the Hopf algebra automorphism
�d which on the primitive part is multiplication by d�

Now Mumford has conjectured that the stable cohomology algebra is no bigger
than the tautological subalgebra� As his conjecture is still open� one may try to
show that correspondences act in the same way on the stable cohomology as they do
on the tautological part� �And if one does not believe in the Mumford conjecture�
one may think of Proposition ��� as a possible means to distinguish Miller�Morita�
Mumford classes from other primitive classes�	 At any rate� we prove that such a
result is true for the simplest covers� namely the Galois covers of prime degree p� and
then only in a suitable p�adic sense� But our motivation has another� though related
source as well� The images of these correspondences de�ne interesting algebraic
cycles of high codimension on moduli spaces of stable curves that apparently have
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not been looked at before� Our ultimate goal is to understand these cycles and to
provide a motivic context �both in statement and proof	 for the stability theorems�
At present� this is still a dream�

In the present paper we limit ourselves to characteristic zero� But as the case of
genus one suggests� it may be expected that in positive characteristic we have new
features� especially regarding the interplay between Hecke correspondences and the
Frobenius�

Another observation we left unpursued is that the correspondences considered
here have analogues for the Kontsevich moduli spaces that support the Gromov�
Witten invariants�

Let us now brie�y review the contents of the sections� In Section � we set up
the Hecke category framework associated with unrami�ed covers of smooth complex
projective curves� The following section describes the action of the correspondences
on the tautological subalgebra� In Section � we associate to a �nite abelian group
A a correspondence in every genus and we show that if we do this for A cyclic of
prime order p� then the action of these correspondences on the stable cohomology
converges in a p�adic sense to �p if the genus of the base curve tends to �� We
also consider for a positive integer d the abelian cover of degree d�g of C given
by H��C�Z�d	� This de�nes a correspondence which is in fact a morphism� Its
composite with ���d�g stabilizes and stably this gives a Hopf algebra endomorphism�
The proof is postponed to Section �� where we state and prove more general results
involving correspondences associated to possibly nonabelian rami�ed covers� �For
optimal use of the stability theorem it is best to allow the covers to ramify�	 We
here also point out that these correspondences naturally act on the local systems
de�ned by conformal blocks�

The �nal Section � raises what we believe is an interesting question� according
to Kontsevich the cohomology of the disjoint union of moduli spaces SnnMn

g can
be identi�ed with the stable primitive cohomology of a graded Lie algebra pair�
certain correspondences therefore act on the latter in a way that shift the grade
and the dimension by the same amount� The problem is to understand this action
in terms of the Lie algebra pair�

It is appropriate to mention here work of Biswas�Nag�Sullivan� Although their
paper ��� di�ers in spirit and goals from ours� there is a relationship all the same�
They investigate among other things identities �e�g�� a form of the Mumford iso�
morphism	 on curves that are invariant under �nite unrami�ed covers�
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Notation� If X is a space or a group� then H��X	 denotes its rational homology
and HZ� �X	 resp� H�

Z
�X	 its integral homology resp� cohomology modulo torsion�

Similarly� if X is variety� then CHk�X	 stands for the kth Chow group for ra�
tional equivalence� tensorized with Q� If X is smooth of pure dimension d� then
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CHk�X	 �
 CHd�k�X	� a de�nition that extends in an evident manner to the case
where X is the quotient of a smooth variety by a �nite group action�

It is always understood that the surfaces under consideration are oriented� and
that the maps between them respect the orientations�

�� Correspondences for mapping class groups� closed surfaces

���� The mapping class category for closed surfaces� For any integer g � ��
we �x a connected oriented closed di�erentiable surface Sg of genus g � � with
base point � � Sg � We write �g for its fundamental group� The orientation of Sg
de�nes a natural generator of H���g�Z	� referred to as the orientation of �g� The
mapping class group ��Sg � �	 of �Sg � �	 can be identi�ed with the group Aut���g	
of orientation preserving automorphisms of �g and the mapping class group ��Sg	
of Sg with the quotient Out���g	 of Aut

���g	 by the subgroup of inner automor�
phisms Int��g	� We de�ne the mapping class category � as follows� its objects are
the positive integers and for two such integers k� l� the morphism set ��k� l	 is the
set of orientation preserving monomorphisms �l�� � �k�� modulo inner automor�
phisms of �k��� Composition is de�ned in the obvious way� The theory of covering
maps shows that to give an orientation preserving monomorphism �l�� � �k�� up
to inner automorphism amounts to giving an orientation preserving covering map
Sl�� � Sk�� up to isotopy� The Hurwitz formula tells us that its degree is equal
to l�k� So if N� denotes the semigroup of positive integers under multiplication�
then we have a natural forgetful functor �� N�� Notice that by taking k 
 l� we
see that ��k� k	 
 Aut��k	 can be identi�ed with ��Sk��	�

���� The category of mapping class correspondences� Assigning to k the
cohomology of the mapping class group Aut��k	 does not de�ne a functor from �
to the category of abelian groups� In order that this be the case� we must replace
the composition law of � by a convolution� and this leads to the notion of a Hecke
category which we presently de�ne�

For f � ��k� l	� let �f � �l�� � �k�� be a representative and F � �Sl�� � �	 �
�Sk��� �	 a corresponding covering� If F � � �Sl��� �	� �Sk��� �	 is another covering�
then we say that F � is equivalent to F if there exist sense preserving di�eomorphisms
of source and target which carry one onto the other� So the equivalence class of
F is described by the double coset ��Sk��� �	 �f��Sl��� �	� or what amounts to the
same� by Df �
 ��l� l	f��k� k	�

Let us write Aut��f	 for the group of �u� �u	 � ��k� k	���l� l	 satisfying fu 
 �uf �
It can be identi�ed with the connected component group of the group of pairs
�U� �U 	 with U a sense preserving di�eomorphism of Sk�� and �U a sense preserving

di�eomorphism of Sl�� which is a lift over F of U � If U is the identity� then �U
must be a covering transformation and vice versa� In particular� the kernel of the
projection p � Aut��f	 � ��k� k	 is �nite� Since nontrivial covering transformations
de�ne nontrivial mapping classes� the other projection q � Aut��f	 � ��l� l	 is
injective�

Lemma ���� The image of Aut��f	 in ��k� k	 is a subgroup of �nite index� This
index is equal to the number of ��l� l	�cosets in the double coset Df 
 ��l� l	f��k� k	�

Proof� Let d 
 l�k be the degree of f � Then the image of �f is a subgroup of �k��
of index d� The collection �C of subgroups of �k�� of index d is �nite� It is acted
on by the mapping class group Aut���k��	� and the orbit set C �
 Int��k��	n �C
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is acted on by Out���k��	 
 ��k� k	� The image of �f de�nes an element �f � � C
and it is clear that u � ��k� k	 extends to an automorphism of f if and only if it
�xes �f �� Moreover� the assignment � � Df �� ��� � C induces a bijection from
��l� l	f��k� k	���l� l	f onto the ��k� k	�orbit of �f �� Both assertions follow�

We call the integer appearing in this lemma the mass of Df and denote it by

��Df 	� Notice that this mass is one if and only if the image of �f is Aut���k��	�
invariant� This is why we then say that f �or Df 	 is invariant�

Example ���� Consider the case when f is represented by a monomorphism �l�� �
�k�� whose image is a normal subgroup with cyclic quotient of order d 
 l�k� So f
de�nes an order d subgroup C�f	 � H��Sk���Z�d	� This subgroup only depends
on the coset ��l� l	f and conversely� the subgroup determines the coset� If we let
f run over the double coset Df �
 ��l� l	f��k� k	� then C�f	 runs over all such
subgroups� So the mass of Df is the number of order d subgroups of �Z�d	�k���
i�e�� ��k���d	����d	� where �r�m	 is a generalized Euler indicator� it is the number
of elements in �Z�m	r of exact order m�

�r�m	 
 mr
Y

pjm�p prime

��	 p�r		��	

The lemma implies that the composite of two left cosets is a �nite union of left
cosets� if f � ��k� l	 and � � ��l�m	 and Dg 
 
i��m�m	gi� then

��m�m	g��l� l	f 
 
i��m�m	gif	

If the cosets ��m�m	gi are mutually disjoint� then so are the ��m�m	gif �
We introduce a �Hecke quotient� of �� Let L�k� l	 denote the abelian group

of Z�valued functions on ��k� l	 spanned by the characteristic functions E��l�l	f

of the left cosets� We have a natural bilinear map L�l�m	 � L�k� l	 � L�k�m	
de�ned by convolution� given f � ��k� l	 and � � ��l�m	� then de�ne the image
of E��m�m	� � E��l�l	f as the characteristic function of ��m�m	���l� l	f � This is
in L�k�m	 by the remark above� The composition is obviously associative and so
we have an additive category L� The homomorphism L�k� l	�Zwhich takes the
value one on every generator E��l�l	f will be called the mass functional and denoted
by � also�

The functor �� N� extends to an additive functor from L to the free additive
category Z�N�� generated by N�� The ring of additive endofunctors of Z�N�� has
as an additive basis the functors �multiplication by d�� �d �here d runs over the
positive integers	� This is clearly a polynomial algebra with generators the �p with
p prime� We may �and often will	 think of this ring as a quotient category ofZ�N��
which identi�es the unique morphism k � kd with �d� We denote the composite
functor L �Z��p � p prime� by 
 and call it the Adams character� So if f � ��k� l	�
then 
�E��l�l	f 	 
 �l�k�

We introduced the category L only for an auxiliary purpose� for we will rather be
concerned with a subcategory of it� This subcategory H shall have the same object
set �i�e�� the positive integers	� but the morphism set H�k� l	 is to be the submodule
of L�k� l	 spanned by the characteristic functions EDf

of the double cosets Df �
Convolution preserves these submodules so that a subcategory is de�ned indeed�
Notice that 
�EDf

	 
 ��Df 	�l�k �
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Another useful category is the subcategory of L�Q generated by the character�
istic functions of double cosets divided by their mass�

TDf
�
 ��Df 	

��EDf
� L�k� l	�Q	��	

It is clear that this category� which we denote by �H� contains H� Notice that
��Df 	 
 ��EDf

	� so that the linear extension of the mass functional takes unit

value on TDf
� The Adams character naturally extends to �H and maps TDf

to �l�k�
The Hecke category H has a universal property� suppose that we are given a

covariant functor Y from � to the category of spaces� So Y �k	 is a space with
��k� k	�action and we may form its orbit space �Y �k	� Then every double coset
D 
 ��l� l	f��k� k	 de�nes a one�to��nite correspondence ED � �Y �k	 � �Y �l	� it
assigns to the orbit ��k� k	x the �nite union of ��l� l	�orbits Y ���l� l	f��k� k		x 

���l� l	Y �fi	x	i� where ��l� l	fi runs over the distinct left cosets in D� Often such a
one�to��nite correspondence de�nes a map on homology and so we get a covariant
additive functor from H to the category of Q�vector spaces�

The basic example is the Teichm�uller functor X which assigns to k the Teich�
m�uller space Xk�� of conformal structures on Sk�� modulo isotopies� An isotopy
class of orientation preserving coverings F � Sl�� � Sk�� de�nes an analytic mor�
phism Xk�� � Xl�� �de�ned by lifting the conformal structure	� This in fact
de�nes a functor from � to an analytic category� The mapping class group ��k� k	
acts properly discontinuously on Xk�� and the orbit space Mk�� can be regarded
as the moduli space of nonsingular complex projective curves of genus k � �� It
is naturally a quasi�projective orbifold� A double coset D 
 ��l� l	f��k� k	 de�nes
a one�to��nite correspondence ED from Mk�� � Ml��� This correspondence is
�nite algebraic� a more concrete description is

Mk��
p
�	M�D	

q
	�Ml��	��	

Here M�D	 is the moduli space of pointed unrami�ed covers �C � C� with C
a nonsingular complex projective connected curve� which on fundamental groups
induce a map equivalent to f � and the projections are the obvious forgetful maps�
Note that since the curve �C has in general a nontrivial group of automorphisms� q
may map to the singular locus of Ml���

Lemma ���� The map p � M�D	 �Mk�� is an unrami�ed covering in the orb�
ifold sense of degree ��D	 and q �M�D	 �Ml�� is �nite and generically injective�
Assigning to D the correspondence qp�� de�nes an additive functor from H to the
category of correspondences�

Proof� Let C be a nonsingular complex projective curve of genus k � �� Then the
�ber of p over �C� � Mk�� parameterizes the unrami�ed covers of C equivalent
to F � Sl�� � Sk��� These are ��D	 in number by Lemma ���� A nonsingular

complex�projective curve �C of genus l � � is in at most a �nite number of ways
realized as an unrami�ed cover of a curve of genus k � � and if that number is
positive� then generically it is one�

So ED acts as q�p�� Since p�p
� is multiplication by ��D	� the map ��D	��p�

realizes the homology ofMk�� as a direct summand of the homology ofM�D	� So
from a motivic point of view it is perhaps better to replace ED by TD � which acts
as ��D	��q�p�� We refer to TD as the normalized Hecke correspondence de�ned by
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D� Notice that it respects the augmentations� The map TD also acts on the Chow
groups �after tensorizing them with Q	�

There is a natural extension of the diagram ��	 to the Deligne�Mumford com�
pacti�cations�

Mk��
p
�	M�D	

q
	�Ml��	

Here M�D	 is simply the normalization ofM�D	 over Mk��� This variety param�
eterizes �perhaps none�ectively	 admissible covers of stable curves �in the sense of
���� in particular� rami�cation is only allowed in singular points and locally given
by wk 
 xy 
  	� This implies that q extends to a morphismM�D	 �Ml��� The
corresponding extension of ED resp� TD is denoted ED resp� TD�

Question ���� Is the class in CH��l�k	�Ml��	 de�ned by the image of TD in the
tautological algebra of Ml�� �in the sense of Section � of ���	�

�� Action of the correspondences on the tautological classes

Let f � C � S be a family of stable complex curves� Denote by �f its relative

dualizing sheaf and let K�f	 � CH��C	 be its �rst Chern class� Then the nth
Mumford class of this family is ��f	n �
 f��K�f	n��	 � CHn�S	� This de�nition

extends to the orbifold setting and so we have also de�ned for g � �� �K � CH��M
�
g	�

K � CH��M�
g	 and a universal Mumford class ��n � CHn�Mg	� �n � CHn�Mg	�

�The genus is deliberately left out from the notation�	

Proposition ���� Let f � ��k� l	� Then TDf
takes the monomial ��n���n�    ��nr

to � l
k
	r��n���n�    ��nr �

It is easy to see that this proposition follows from the following assertion�

Proposition ���� Suppose we are given a family of stable complex curves � � C �
S as above with smooth base� a �nite surjective map q � �S � S of degree � and an
unrami�ed covering p � �C � q�C of degree d�

�C
p

				� q�C
��q

				� C

��

��y q��

��y �

��y
�S �S

q
				� S�

where �� 
 �q��	p� Then ���q	�p� maps K���	n to �dK��	n and q� maps the
monomial �n����	�n����	   �nr ���		 to �dr�n���	�n���	   �nr��	�

Proof� First observe that ��� is the coherent pull�back of ��� So K���	n is the pull�
back of K��	n� Since p�p

� resp� q�q
� is multiplication by d resp� �� it follows that

���q	�p��K���	n	 
 �dK��	n� Applying �� to this identity yields q���n�����	 

�d��n����	� In order to generalize this to any monomial in the kappa�s� we consider
the diagram of r�fold �bered products�

�C�r	
p�r�

				� q�C�r	 				� C�r	
��y

��y
��y

�S �S
q

				� S	
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If �i � C
�r	 � C�r��	 omits the ith factor� then we have de�ned K��i	 � CH��C�r		�

Since K���	n���K���	n���   K��r	nr�� � CH�C�r		 pulls back to the correspond�

ing class on �C�r	� and since p�r	 has degree dr� an argument as above shows that q�
has the asserted e�ect on �n����	�n����	   �nr���	�

According to Harer ����� ���	� the homology groups Hs���Sg	�Z	 can for �xed s
be canonically identi�ed with each other when s � cg for some positive constant
c �c about �

� will do	� The more precise result can be stated as follows� If S is a
connected orientable compact surface possibly with boundary� then let ��S	 denote
the mapping class group of S relative its boundary� An embedding S � S� induces a
homomorphismof mapping class groups ��S	� ��S�	� and Harer shows in fact that
this map induces an isomorphism on integral homology in degree � cg�S	� where
g�S	 denotes the genus of S� We denote the corresponding stable �co	homology
groups mod torsion by HZ� ���	 resp� H�

Z
���	� E� Miller observed that HZ� ���	

comes naturally with the structure of a Hopf algebra� the coproduct is the standard
one �it comes from the diagonal embedding	 and the product from embedding two
surfaces S� and S� as above with nonempty boundary in a third� S� say� This yields
a homomorphism ��S�	 � ��S�	 � ��S	 and thus produces in the stable range a
mapHZr ���	�HZs ���	� HZr�s���	� Using Harer�s theorem� it is easily seen to be

independent of choices� It de�nes the �Hopf	 product� As a Hopf algebra� HZ� ���	
is graded�bicommutative� Since H�

Z
���	 is the graded dual of HZ� ���	� it is also a

Hopf algebra� Miller and Morita have shown that the cohomologicalMumford class
�n stabilizes and de�nes a nonzero primitive integral element of H�n

Z
���	 �which is

also denoted by �n	� The coproduct sends �n to �n������n� So these elements
generate a Hopf subalgebraH�

taut����Z	 ofH�
Z
���	� called the tautological algebra�

Mumford has conjectured that the two coincide after we tensorize with Q�
As any commutative Hopf algebra� HZ� ���	 comes with �Adams operations��

for a positive integer n� the nth Adams operation �n is the composite

�n � HZ� ���	� HZ� ���	�n � HZ� ���	�

where the �rst map is �n 	 �	�fold iteration of the coproduct and the second is
multiplication� This map is simply the Hopf algebra endomorphism which on the
primitive part is multiplication by n� So �n is invertible on H����	 and �n�m 

�nm� Thus we have de�ned a ring homomorphism� the Adams action�

Z��p � p prime�� End�HZ� ���			��	

For any double coset D 
 ��l� l	f��k� k	� ED induces an endomorphism of Hs if
s is in the stable range with respect to k� �� Then Proposition ��� amounts to the
statement that in the stable range TD acts as ��deg�D	 on the tautological classes�

So we can reformulate ��� as follows�

Proposition ���� In the stable range� the Hecke category �H preserves the tauto�
logical algebra and the action factors through the Adams character� it is given by
composing 
 with the Adams action�

�� Hecke operators attached to finite abelian covers

As long as the Mumford conjecture is open� it is worthwhile to attempt to prove
that the above proposition holds on all of H����	� We have not succeeded in this�
but we will show that in certain cases a weak form of this property holds�
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Fix a �nite abelian group A� Given a positive integer k� then every element u
of H��Sk���A	 can be thought of as a homomorphism �k�� � A and thus de�nes
an abelian covering of Sk��� The degree du of this covering is of course the order
of the image of the map �k�� � A� We thus get a well�de�ned double coset D�u	

and hence an element ED�u	 � H�k� duk	 and its normalization TD�u	 � �H�k� duk	�
We now let s be in the stable range with respect to k and consider the expression

TA�k �
 jAj��k��
X

u�H��Sk���A	

�jAj�duTD�u	���	

viewed as an endomorphism of Hs���	�

Proposition ���� The element TA�k is independent of k and the resulting endo�
morphism TA of H����	 is in fact an algebra endomorphism�

Notice that we do not claim that TA preserves the coproduct� We postpone the
proof of ��� to ���� where we will in fact prove a nonabelian generalization of this
result� The case that interests us most is when A is cyclic of order d� We then
write Td�k for the associated normalized operator� �It follows from ��� that the
unnormalized operator Ed�k is ��k���d	���d	Td�k� where �r is the Euler indicator
de�ned in ��	 that generalizes the usual one � 
 ���	 So if we denote the linear
combination ��	 by Td� then

Td 
 d��k��
X

mjd

��k���m	�d�mTm�k	��	

For instance� when d 
 p is prime� then Tp�k 
 p��k����p�k�� 	 �	Tp�k � �p	� By
means of M�obius inversion we can express Td�k as a weighted average of operators
��T�� if P�d	 is the set of primes dividing d� then

Td�k
Y

p�P�d	

�p�k�� 	 �	 

X

I	P�d	

�	�	jIj pr�P�d		 I	�k���pr�I	Td�pr�I		��	

Here pr�I	 stands for the product of the members of I �the empty product is � by
convention	� This formula gives Td�k a sense on all of H����	�

Corollary ���� Let p be a prime and let d be a positive integer not divisible by p�

�i	 For every positive integer n the action of Tpn�k on H����	 converges to
�pTpn�� in the p�adic topology as k ���

�ii	 The action of Tpd�k	�pTd�k on H����	 converges to zero in the p�adic topol�
ogy as k���

Proof� Formula ��	 gives�

�p�k�� 	 �	Tpn�k 
 p�k��Tpn 	 �pTpn�� 	

Taking the limit for k�� yields the �rst assertion� For the second statement we
note that

Tpd�k�p
�k�� 	 �	

Y

l�P�d	

�l�k�� 	 �	 


X

I	P�dp	

�	�	jIj pr�P�dp	 	 I	�k���pr�I	Tpd� pr�I		
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Reducing this identity modulo p�k�� reduces the sum on the righthand side to a
sum over the subsets I of P�dp	 containing p� Writing this as a sum over the subsets
of J of P�d	� we get

X

J	P�d	

	�	�	jJj pr�P�d	 	 J	�k���p�pr�J	Td� pr�J		

We recognize this expression as 	�pTd�k
Q

l�P�d	�l
�k�� 	 �	 and so we �nd that

Tdp�k � �pTd�k mod p�k��	

The statement follows�

By Corollary ���� Tp�k � Hr�Mk��	� Hr�Mpk��	 is an isomorphism when k is
large enough� Fix a positive integer d not divisible by the prime p� Then the direct
limit of the system

!p�d	 � Hr�Md��	
Tp�d
	� Hr�Mpd��	

Tp�pd
	�    	� Hr�Mpsd��	

Tp�psd
	� 	 	 	

is isomorphic to Hr���	� but the isomorphism is not canonical �it depends on the
choice of a suciently large integer of the form dps	� However� there is one if we
tensorize with the p�adic numbers�

Theorem ���� The direct limit of the system !p�d	�Qp�

Hr�Md���Qp	
Tp�d
	� Hr�Mpd���Qp	

Tp�pd
	�    	� Hr�Mpsd���Qp	

Tp�psd
	� 	 	 	

is canonically isomorphic to the stable cohomology Hr����Qp	�

Proof� For k in the stable range with respect to r� we de�ne uk � Hr���	 �
Hr�Mk��	 as the composite of �k with the natural isomorphism� Every such uk
is an isomorphism� If we identify the terms of large index of !p�d	 with some
Hr�Mpsd��	� then it is clear that �upt��d 	 Tp�ptduptd	t converges to zero in the
p�adic topology� Hence �uptd	t induces an isomorphism of Hr����Qp	 onto the
direct limit of !p�d	�Qp�

A weakness of Theorem ��� is that it does not relate the isomorphisms for dif�
ferent choices of d� For instance� one would like to say that for a prime  �
 p� the
Hecke correspondences T��� map the system !p�d	 to !d��p	� or at least in the p�adic
limit� In other words� we would like the correspondences Tp�� and T��� to commute
in a weak sense� Related to this is the question of whether the endomorphisms Tn
commute for various n�

There is another series of Hecke correspondences of interest� For a positive
integer d� the natural map �k�� � H��Sk���Z�d	 de�nes an invariant covering
of Sk�� of degree d��k��	� The corresponding double coset is a left coset and so
the associated Hecke correspondence Tk�d	 is in fact a morphism from Mk�� to
Mkd��k������

Proposition ���� The action of ���
d�k��

Tk�d	 on H��Mk��	 in the stable range is
independent of k� The resulting endomorphism S�d	 of H����	 is in fact a Hopf
algebra endomorphism�

The proof will be given in section � as a special case of a more general statement�
The endomorphism S�d	 acts as the identity on the tautological subalgebra� but
I do not know whether it is in fact the identity� I do not even know whether the
S�d	�s mutually commute for varying d�
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�� Correspondences via ramified covers

There is a much bigger category of correspondences acting on the stable coho�
mology of the mapping class groups if we allow the coverings to ramify� This makes
fuller use of the stability theorem� since we will now also deal with the algebro�
geometric analogues of surfaces with boundary� For this� we choose in Sg 	 f�g a
sequence x�� x�� x�� 	 	 	 of distinct points and for every xi a sense preserving lin�
ear isomorphism vi � TxiSg � C � The real oriented blow�up of Sg in x�� 	 	 	 � xn
gives a surface Sg�n with boundary and the mapping class group ��Sg�n	 can be
identi�ed with the group ��Sg � v�� 	 	 	 � vn	 of connected components of the group
of sense preserving di�eomorphisms of Sg which �x vi for i 
 �� 	 	 	 � n� The rele�
vance of this remark is that to �Sg � v�� 	 	 	 � vn	 there is naturally associated a moduli
space� let Xg�n be the Teichm�uller space of conformal structures on Sg extending
v�� 	 	 	 � vn� up to isotopy relative �v�� 	 	 	 � vn	� This is a contractible complex man�
ifold of complex dimension �g 	 � � �n and it is clearly acted on by the mapping
class group ��Sg �x�� 	 	 	 � xn	 resp� ��Sg � v�� 	 	 	 � vn	� The natural map Xg�n � Xg is
an equivariant analytic submersion� In between we have the Teichm�uller space Xn

g

of conformal structures on S up to isotopy relative �x�� 	 	 	 � xn	� it is a contractible
complex manifold of complex dimension �g 	 � � n� The action of the relevant
mapping class group is properly discontinuous so that the orbit space Mn

g of Xn
g

resp� Mg�n of Xg�n is an orbifold� This orbit space is the moduli space of tuples
�C�x�� 	 	 	 � xn	 resp� �C� t�� 	 	 	 � tn	� where C is a nonsingular complex projective
curve of genus g� and x�� 	 	 	 � xn are distinct points of C resp� t�� 	 	 	 � tn are nonzero
tangent vectors at distinct points of C� �This notation may lead to confusion� since
our Mn

g is what many algebraic geometers denote by Mg�n� but it is in agreement
with Harer�s convention� which presently suits me better�	� This moduli space
interpretation brings us in the category of quasi�projective orbifolds� the maps

Mg�n �Mn
g �Mg�"	

are quasi�projective� and the �rst map is naturally a principal �C� 	n�bundle in the
orbifold sense�

Notice that Mn
g resp� Mg�n is a virtual classifying space for ��Sg �x�� 	 	 	 � xn	

resp� ��Sg � v�� 	 	 	 � vn	 and that �"	 gives

��Sg�n	 �
 ��Sg� v�� 	 	 	 � vn	� ��Sg �x�� 	 	 	 � xn	� ��Sg	

on orbifold fundamental groups� Following Harer� the composite map induces an
isomorphism on integral homology in the stable range� We conclude�

Proposition ���� The projection Mg�n �Mg induces an isomorphism on ratio�
nal cohomology in the stable range�

An n�tuple of positive integers d 
 �d�� 	 	 	 � dn	 determines a subgroup �d �

�d��  ��dn of �C� 	n� The orbit space �dnMg�n can be interpreted as the moduli
space of tuples �C�u�� 	 	 	 � un	 with C a nonsingular complex projective curve of
genus g and ui is a nonzero tangent vector in T�diC such that the base points of
u�� 	 	 	 � un are distinct� It is a virtual classifying space whose orbifold fundamental
group ��Sg � v

d� � 	 	 	 � vdn 	 can be decribed as the connected component group of the
group of sense preserving di�eomorphisms of Sg which �x x�� 	 	 	 �xn and the maps

vd�� � 	 	 	 � vdnn �
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The permutation group Sn acts on Mg�n by re�indexing the tangent vectors�
This action is trivial on Mg and so the induced map SnnMg�n �Mg also induces
an isomorphism on rational cohomology in the stable range�

���� Correspondences involving rami�cation� Let f � Sh�m � Sg�n be a �nite�
unrami�ed� sense preserving covering� This covering determines a rami�ed covering
Sh � Sg � which we also denote by f � We require compatibility with respect to our
decorations vi� if f rami�es in xj � � � j � m� of order dj� and sends it to xi�
� � i � n� then we want the pull�back of vi under the dj�jet of f at xj to be

equal to v
dj
j � We remark that for n �  such a covering can be described as a

functor between certain subgroupoids of the fundamental groupoids of Sh�m and
Sg�n and that this can be used to de�ne a mapping class category as we did in the
undecorated case� Since we can do without that� we will not elaborate�

Let us de�ne a decorated curve as a triple �C�X� v	� where C is a complex projec�
tive curve� X a �nite subset of its smooth part� and v a trivialization of the tangent
bundle of C restricted to X� If we take C to be connected smooth of genus g and
�x the cardinality n of X� then the moduli space of such curves can be identi�ed
with SnnMg�n� Allowing �C�X	 to be stable as a pointed curve yields SnnMg�n�

A cover � �C� �X� �v	� �C�X� v	 of two nonsingular decorated curves is a morphism

� � �C � C such that

�i	 ����X	 
 �X�
�ii	 X contains the discriminant of ��

�iii	 if � rami�es of order d at �p � �X � then v and �v�d de�ne the same trivialization
of T�p �C�d�

It should be clear what we mean when we say that such a cover is equivalent to f �
Let M�f	 denote the moduli space of covers between nonsingular decorated curves
which are equivalent to f � We then have forgetful morphisms

SnnMg�n
p
�M�f	

q
� SmnMh�m

As in the undecorated case� p is a �nite covering� In particular� qp�� is a one�to�
�nite correspondence� We call the degree of p the mass of f and denote it by ��f	�
Similarly we de�ne the Q�correspondence

T �f	 �
 ��f	��qp�� � SnnMg�n � SmnMh�m

It acts on homology as T �f	� 
 ��f	��q�p�� In view of the discussion at the
beginning of this section� this de�nes an action on H����	 in the stable range�

The normalization �p � M�f	 � SnnMg�n of M�f	 over SnnMg�n can still be
interpreted as a moduli space �namely as one of admissible covers between stable
decorated curves	� and this shows that q extends to a morphism �q � M�f	 �
SmnMh�m� The latter is �nite and so T �f	 extends as a Q�correspondence �T �f	 �

SnnMg�n � SmnMh�m�

Remark 	��� Our correspondences lift to the local systems de�ned by conformal
blocks� To explain� let us begin with going quickly through the relevant de�nitions
�for details we refer to ��� and �"� and the references cited therein	� First of all�
we need a connected nonsingular complex projective curve C� a �nite subset X �
C so that U �
 C 	 X is ane and a semisimple complex Lie algebra g� Put
g�U 	 �
 g� O�U 	 and let gX be the completion of g�U 	 along X� in other words�
gX 


Q
x�X gx� where gx is g tensorized with the quotient �eld of the completed
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local ring of �C� x	� This Lie algebra has a natural central extension #gX by C �
de�ned by the cocycle

�
X

x�X

Yx � fx�
X

x�X

Zx � gx	 ��
X

x�X

hYx� ZxiResx�fxdgx	

where h � i denotes the normalized Killing form of g� This is called an a
ne Lie
algebra� Since the sum of the residues of a rational function on C is zero� the
inclusion g�U 	 � gX composed with the obvious linear map gX � #gX is a homo�
morphism of Lie algebras� Now �x a positive integer l �the level	 and choose an
irreducible highest weight representation H of gX on which the generator of the
center �de�ned by the above cocycle	 acts as scalar multiplication by l� �Perhaps
we should remark that we have a natural embedding of #gX in a product of ane
Lie algebras

Q
x�X #gx and that each of these factors appears as a subalgebra� so a

representation H as above is tantamount to giving for each x � X an irreducible
standard highest �integral	 weight representation Hx of #gx of level l� H is then the
tensor product of these�	 The associated conformal block is by de�nition the dual
of the space of g�U 	�coinvariants of H� V �
 �Hg�U		

�� This is a �nite dimensional
space whose associated projective space P�V 	 only depends on the isomorphism
class of H� If a decoration is given� then this is even true for V itself and so we
have a vector bundle V over Mg�n� A remarkable feature of this bundle is that it
comes with a natural �at connection� in other words� it naturally underlies a local
system�

Now suppose that we have a cover � � � �C� �X� �v	� �C�X� v	 of decorated curves

and put �U �
 ���U � In order to pull back the conformal block V on U to one on
�U � we must manufacture a standard representation �H of g �X out of H� There is
an obvious choice for this� induce H to a representation of g �X �via the inclusion
gX � g �X	� it is a highest weight representation which has a maximal standard

quotient$this is our �H� There is a natural map Hg�U	 � �H
g��U	� This gives rise to

a vector bundle homomorphism �V � V overM�f	� This bundle map can be shown
to be a homomorphism of local systems�

There is also a direct image construction� which is simply gotten by restricting
�H to g�U 	� This leads to a vector bundle homomorphism V � �V over M�f	 which
is also a homomorphism of local systems�

���� The Hopf product and its algebro	geometric incarnation� If Si� i 

�� �� are two oriented connected� compact surfaces with nonempty boundary� then
an embedding of their disjoint union in an oriented connected compact surface S
de�nes a homomorphism ��S�	���S�	� ��S	 and in the stable range this de�nes
the Hopf product � on HZ� ���	� In particular� an embedding of n disjoint copies
of S� in S� de�nes a homomorphism ��S�	

n � ��S	� which composed with the
diagonal embedding ��S�	� ��S�	

n� induces on HZ� ���	 the Adams operator �n
in the stable range�

Now let f � �S � S be a connected covering of degree d� Denote by ��f	 the group

of pairs ��h� h	 � �� �S	���S	 with f�h 
 hf � The projection ��f	� ��S	 has �nite
kernel and maps onto a subgroup of �nite index� So the rational homology of ��S	
appears as a direct summand of the rational homology of ��f	� The restriction of
the second projection to this summand de�nes a correspondence T �f � � H����S		 �

H���� �S		 that takes counit to counit� Choose a connected component �Si of f��Si�

Then the degree di of the covering fi � �Si � Si will divide d and f��Si consists of
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d�di copies of �Si� We have de�ned similarly T �fi� � H����Si		 � H���� �Si		� It is
now clear that for ai � Hri ���Si		

�
 Hri ���	 in the stable range with respect to
g�Si	� we have the product formula

T �f ��a� � a�	 
 �d�d�T �f���a�	 � �d�d�T �f���a�		��	

Now recall that T �f	 is the average of all T �hf �� where h runs over a system of
representatives of cosets of the image of ��f	 in ��S	� Since h will in general not
respect the subsurfaces Si� we may not� in the above expression� replace brackets
by parentheses�

The Hopf product is realized inside the Deligne�Mumford compacti�cation in
the following way� Out of two smooth once�pointed complex projective curves
�C�� x�	 and �C�� x�	 of genus g� resp� g�� we can fabricate a stable once�pointed
curve �C� x	 of genus g 
 g� � g� by attaching them both to P�� identify x� resp�
x� with  resp� � and taking for x the image of � � P�� This clearly de�nes a
map k � M�

g� �M�
g� � Mg��� simply use the standard ane di�erential of P� to

decorate x� The image of k is of complex codimension two and lies in the locus
where the boundary divisor has exactly two branches� It has a normal bundle
�k in the orbifold sense� the normal space to the point de�ned by �C� x	 being
naturally identi�ed with the direct sum Tx�C� � Tx�C�� Each summand de�nes
normal vectors pointing along a branch of the boundary divisor and so a vector
�t�� t�	 � Tx�C� � Tx�C� points to the interior if and only if both t� and t� are
nonzero� In other words� if we start with stable once decorated curves �Ci� vi	�
then we not only get a boundary point of M�

g� but a normal vector pointing to

the interior as well� Let E�k	 denote the normal bundle of the stratum of Mg��

containing the image of k� and let E��k	 be the �C� 	��subbundle of normal vectors
pointing towards the interior� So we just de�ned a lift of k�

�k �Mg��� �Mg��� � E��k		

We should think of E��k	 as the intersection with Mg�� of a regular neighborhood
of the stratum containing the image of k� In particular� there is a natural map on
homology H��E

��k		� H��Mg��	� Its composite with �k�

H��Mg���	 �H��Mg���	� H��Mg��	�

realizes the Hopf product� A geometric picture of its behaviour with respect to
correspondences is obtained by composing this map with a correspondence T �f	 �
Mg�� � SmnMh�m�

���� The stable Hecke operator attached to a �nite group� Next consider
the simplest case when S�� S� and S have a single boundary circle and S minus
the union of the interiors of S� and S� is a three holed sphere P � Choose a base
point � � �S and choose a path in P connecting � with a point �i � �Si so that
���Si� �i	 can be identi�ed with a subgroup of ��S� �	� Notice that ��S� �	 is the
free product of these two subgroups� We now �x a �nite group G of order d� Every
homomorphism u � ���S� �	 � G de�nes a G�covering fu � �Su � S whose degree
du is the order of image�u	� Put

TS�G �
 jHom����S� �	� G	j��
X

u�Hom����S��	�G	

�d�duT �fu���� 	

viewed as homomorphism from the stable range homology of ��S	 to the stable

range homology of �� �S	� So this is a weighted average of the operators �d�duT �fu��
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In particular� TS�G sends counit to counit� Our reason for introducing these maps
is their nice behavior with respect to the Hopf product�

Proposition ���� We have TS�G��	 
 � and if ai � Hsi���Si		 is in the stable
range� then TS�G�a� � a�	 
 TS��G�a�	 � TS��G�a�	�

Proof� The �rst assertion is clear and included for the purpose of reference only�
Since ��S� �	 is the free product of ���S�� ��	 and ���S�� ��	� we have a natural
bijection between Hom����S� �	� G	 and Hom����S�� ��	� G	� Hom����S�� ��	� G	�
The second assertion now follows from the product formula ��	�

Corollary ���� The operator TS�G in Hs���	 for s � cg�S	 is independent of S
and the resulting endomorphism TG of H����	 is an algebra homomorphism�

Proof� By taking a� 
 � in the above proposition� we see that TS�G and TS��G
act identically in the stable range� The �rst statement follows and the second is
clear�

I do not know whether TG preserves the coproduct� By taking G abelian we get
Proposition ����

���� Stable covers and the stable Hecke operators they de�ne� Remember
that Sg�� is a connected oriented compact surface of genus g with a single boundary
component� Choose a base point in this boundary component and let �g�� denote
the fundamental group of Sg�� relative this base point� Let be given for every g a
co�nite subgroup of �g��� We say that the collection �I�g	 � �g��	g is stable if for
each g�

�i	 I�g	 is a ��Sg��	�invariant subgroup of �g�� of �nite index and
�ii	 there exists a sense preserving embedding of Sg�� in Sg���� mapping base

point to base point such that the preimage of I�g � �	 is equal to I�g	�

The homomorphisms �g�� � �h��� h � g� that arise from embeddings of Sg�� in
Sh�� lie in a single ��Sh��	�orbit and so for a stable sequence �I�g		g � the preimage
of I�h	 under any such homomorphisms is equal to I�g	� �A natural subgroup of
�g�n of �nite index is now de�ned for every n� embed Sg�n in some Sh�� such that
base point goes to base point and the closure of every connected component of the
complement Sh�� 	 Sg�n meets Sg�n in a single boundary circle� Such embeddings
belong to a single homotopy class and so the preimage of I�g	 in �g�n is independent
of choices�	 We may think of the sequence �I�g		g as being given by a subgroup
I of the fundamental group of a connected pointed surface �S� �	 of in�nite genus
with the property that

�i	 I is invariant under all compactly supported mapping classes of �S� �	 and
�ii	 I has co�nite intersection with the fundamental group of any compact sub�

surface S� � S containing the base point�

Geometrically� a stable sequence amounts to giving a �nite ��Sg��	�invariant cover�

ing prg � �Sg�� � Sg�� for every g such that the pull�back of prh under an embedding

Sg�� � Sh�� has each connected component Sg���isomorphic to prg � �Sg�� � Sg���

This can also be described by a covering pr � �S � S of our in�nite genus surface
S satisfying the two properties corresponding to the ones above� We call �prg	g a
stable sequence of coverings� An intersection of two stable sequences is again stable�

Example 	�	� Let d be a positive integer and take for I�g	 the kernel of the homo�
morphism �g�� � H���g���Z�d	� This de�nes a stable sequence�
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Example 	��� Fix a �nite group G and de�ne IG�g	 as the intersection of the kernels
of all group homomorphisms �g�� � G� This is certainly an invariant group� Since
�g�� is �nitely generated there are only �nitely many homomorphisms from �g�� to
the �nite group G and so IG�g	 is of �nite index in �g��� The sequence �IG�g		g
is stable� since every homomorphism �g�� � G can be extended to �g����� the
pull�back of IG�g � �	 is equal to IG�g	� Notice that for G 
 Z�d we recover the
previous example�

This example also shows that the stable sequences de�ne a system of subgroups
of �g�� of �nite index that is co�nal among all such subgroups� For if � is any
subgroup of �g�� of �nite index� then the intersection of all its conjugates is a
normal subgroup N � �g�� of �nite index contained in �� If we put G �
 �g���N �
then clearly� IG�g	 � N �

Let �I�g		g and �prg � �Sg�� � Sg��	g be as above� Then �Sg�� is isomorphic
to some Sg��n� and so prg de�nes a correspondence that is almost a morphism
TI�g	 � Mg�� � Mg��n� � the ambiguity lies only in the decoration� so that its
composite with Mg��n� �Mg� is a morphism indeed� In particular� it acts in the
stable range as a cohomomorphism� Now let Sg��� and Sg��� be disjointly embedded
in Sg�� in a sense preserving way� If d�g	 denotes the index of I�g	 in �g��� then the
restriction of prg to Sgi�� consists of d�g	�d�gi	 copies of prgi � So if ai � Hsi���	
with si in the stable range with respect to gi� then we have a product formula just
as in ��	

TI�g	�a� � a�	 
 �d�g	�d�g�	TI�g�	�a�	 � �d�g	�d�g�	TI�g�	�a�		���	

From this we derive�

Proposition ��
� The action of �����g���I�g	�TI�g	 on Hs���	 is �for g in the sta�

ble range with respect to s independent of g� The resulting endomorphism SI of
H����	 is a Hopf algebra endomorphism�

Proof� Apply ���d�g	 to formula ���	� Then substitution of a� 
 � shows that

���d�g�	TI�g�	 
 ���d�g	TI�g	� This proves the �rst assertion� The formula also shows

that SI is an algebra homomorphism� We already noticed that it is a cohomomor�
phism�

Proposition ��� follows if this proposition is applied to the stable sequence of
Example ����

Problem 	��� I do not know whether the Hopf algebra endomorphismSI is in fact an
automorphism� let alone whether it is the identity �by ��� it is so on the tautological
subalgebra	�

�� Correspondences acting on a Lie algebra

We may think of SnnMn
g as the moduli space of connected smooth ane curves

of genus g with n �  punctures� Let us collect those with prescribed �negative	
Euler characteristic 	e �  �

Ae �

G

�g���n�e�n��

SnnM
n
g 	
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If we drop the condition that the curves be connected� we get

Be �

G

k���k��


eke�e

Ak�
� �Ak�

� �    � Ake
e 	

According to Kontsevich� the cohomology of Ae has a remarkable interpreta�
tion� Consider Q�r with the standard symplectic element �r �
 e� � e� �    �
e�r�� � e�r � ���Q�r	� Regard Q�r as a graded vector space which is homo�
geneous of degree 	� and consider the derivations of the tensor algebra of Q�r

which kill �r and have degree �  � This is a graded Lie algebra which we denote
by gr� Its degree zero summand gr�� can be identi�ed with the symplectic Lie
Q�algebra sp�r�Q	� Then is de�ned the relative cohomology H��gr� gr��	� Then
the relative cohomology H��gr � gr��	 is de�ned� The grading of gr de�nes one
on each Hs�gr� gr��	 and the latter has degrees �  only� The natural embed�
dings �gr� gr��	 � �gr��� gr����	 of graded pairs of Lie algebras de�ne graded maps
Hs�gr��� gr����	 � Hs�gr� gr��	� These can be proved to stabilize and the limit
H��g�� g���	 is naturally a bigraded Hopf algebra �the coproduct is induced by
the obvious maps �gr� � gr���	� �gr� � gr���	� �gr��r� � gr��r���		� Let H

�
pr�g�� g���	

denote its primitive part� Kontsevich ��� �see also ���	 proves that we have a canon�
ical isomorphism

Hk�Ae	 �
 H�e�k
pr �g�� g���	�e	

This is equivalent to saying that we have canonical isomorphisms

Hk�Be	 �
 H�e�k�g�� g���	�e

whose direct sum is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras� �The Hopf algebra structure
on the homology of the disjoint union of the Be�s comes from %taking disjoint union
of curves��	

Via this isomorphism correspondences give rise to operations in H�
pr�g�� g���	��

For instance� if we are given for every connected oriented surface of Euler char�
acteristic 	e a connected covering of degree d up to homeomorphism� then this
determines a correspondence H��Ae	� H��Ade	� and so a linear map

t � H�
pr�g�� g���	�e � H����d��	e

pr �g�� g���	�de	

This map increases both grade and dimension by ��d 	 �	e and so has the formal
appearance of a dth power operation�

Problem ���� Give an interpretation of the maps t �for some natural choices of
covers� say	 in terms of the Lie pair �g�� g���	�

We believe that such an interpretation could be very useful� Perhaps this is also
the place to remark that to the best of the our knowledge none of the �ner structure
that exists on the homology of Ae �the coproduct� the Hodge decomposition� 	 	 	 	
has been transcribed to the Lie algebra side� And now that we are at it� a similar
interpretation for the homology of the Deligne�Mumford compacti�cation �Ae is
conspicuously missing�
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